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US INSTRUCTIONAL - COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL - CERTIFIED - MY BEST SUGGESTION:- 1,Try to connect the laptop to the same wifi connection as the server. 2,Try to connect the laptop to the same network with the
same router of the server. 3,Try to install the required softwares for the server in the laptop. 4,Try to access the server from the same wifi connection and the server from the same network through the laptop. 5,Try to access the
server from a different wifi connection and a different network. 6,Try to access the server through different operating systems of a laptop. 7,Try to access the server from a different router than the server. 8,Try to install a router for
the server in the laptop. 9,Try to use a different operating system for the laptop.10,Try to use an AP for the server in the laptop.11,Try to use a different operating system for the AP.12,Try to connect the server to the AP or the
laptop to the AP.13,Try to connect the laptop to the AP and the server to the AP.14,Try to use a different operating system for the router.15,Try to use a different operating system for the AP.16,Try to use a different operating
system for the router.17,Try to use a different AP for the server in the laptop.18,Try to use a different AP for the laptop in the server.19,Try to use a different router for the server in the laptop.20,Try to use a different router for the
laptop in the server.21,Try to use a different operating system for the AP.22,Try to use a different operating system for the router.23,Try to use a different operating system for the router.24,Try to use a different network for the
server in the laptop.25,Try to use a different network for the server in the laptop.26,Try to use a different operating system for the AP.27,Try to use a different operating system for the router.28,Try to use a different operating
system for the router.29,Try to use a different operating system for the AP.30,Try to use a different operating system for the router.31,Try to use a different AP for the server in the router.32,Try to use a different AP for the server
in the router.33,Try to use a different operating system for the AP
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